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What's Up at Uptime.com

Say Hello to Advanced Real User Monitoring 
Our Real User Monitoring (RUM) just got a massive upgrade. Use real visitor session data to optimize 
website performance and user experience.

Real User Monitoring measures each bit and byte on the way to interactivity to answer: When do users 
see content? When can they click? Are 4xx, 5xx, or JS errors increasing bounce rates? How is 
performance by browser, device, OS, or location? 
 
The best part? Our advanced RUM is available in your monitoring subscription.

Add more RUM requests (Page & Ajax Views) whenever you need them self-serve at Billing → 
Subscription.

Reset API Keys

We’ve updated the security and accessibility of our REST API. Any user can generate a new token 
from your API token page. 

Learn more and subscribe for future updates from our API changelog.

More Control Over UP Alerts 
At Uptime.com we tell you when your service is down and when it comes back up. But maybe a phone 
call at 3 AM to tell you it’s UP isn’t the best for your sleep schedule. That’s why we provide the option to 
send UP alerts only to a contact's email or associated integration. 

No more unwanted SMS or phone calls. Just the uptime alerting you trust for peace of mind.

Industry News

How Multi-Channel Alerting Benefits Web Monitoring

Effective monitoring means delivering the right alerts to the right people at the right time. Multi-channel 
alerts help drive awareness, accountability, and precision when incidents strike. 
 

Learn More About Multi-Channel Alerting

10 Website Performance Stats to Know This Year

Slow performance does more than just frustrate existing users, it impacts your ability to reach new 
ones. If milliseconds matter and reliability is top of mind, this is a must-read. 

Read 2022’s Top Downtime Stats

What Customers Say

Reviewing Uptime.com on G2!

Your reviews (good or bad!) help us build a better Uptime.com. Review us on G2 to automatically 
receive a $25 Amazon gift card.
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